Where Divinity
Touches The Human
Five Day Non-Residential Meditation
Retreat in Eugene, Oregon
Wednesday, July 24 - Sunday, July 28, 2019
Join us as we put our so-called “life” on hold and we slow
down to explore moment by moment this experience called
me and my world. What is really going on? Are we a
doomed and separate human entity or do we have a larger
connection to a wholeness that underlies and permeates
our experience. There is no question or concern that is too
unworthy to be addressed. Often the most deeply rooted
problems are our gateway to the Love that we all are.
Through this process Tom holds a sweet tender kindness
that makes many who work with him feel held and safe.
Within this supportive framework our full humaness is
embraced and touched. As we radically accept and meet
the worst of the worst, a gentle piercing happens as the
entirety of our human experience melts in Divinity’s all
embracing arms, this ever present Love. We see that we are
that Love, this sweetness that unconditionally holds our
humaness and has nothing to prove other than being Itself.

Retreat Schedule:
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday Evening: 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday Mornings: 9:30 a.m to 12:30 p.m.
Saturday Evening 5:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Retreat Cost: $165 suggested donation or $25 per session if attending part time.
For more information call 541-687-6793.
About Tom
In 2000, after a lifelong battle trying to hold onto his false sense of a separate self, Tom’s fight
against Reality spontaneously ended, resulting in a shift into unitive consciousness or Being.
Tom is known for his humility and a profound acceptance of what is. The guidance moving
through him has flavors of Advaita Vedanta, Sufism, Buddhism and, most importantly, an
ongoing revelation of living in the moment. Website: tomkurzka.org.

